
Chameleon Operations Manual, or “How Do I…” 
 
1) turn on the Chameleon? 
 
 a) while light is Off, CLICK (push button and release immediately) once 
 
2) turn off the Chameleon? 
 
 a) while light is On, CLICK once 
 
3) select a dimming level? 
 

a) while Off, PRESS (push button and HOLD) 
b) light will step up through all five brightness levels, from Low through High 
c) let go when you reach the desired brightness level - or if you overshoot, 
d) let go and re-PRESS (within 1½ seconds) to go back down 

 
4) go to Instant High? 
 

a) while On, PRESS and light will immediately jump up to maximum output 
b) release and light will remain on High 
c) PRESS to go back to previous level and then release, or 
d) CLICK to turn off  
e) only works if light is in one of the four lower levels to begin with (duh!) 

 
5) go to Instant High from Off? 
 

a) CLICK, and then immediately 
b) PRESS 
c) release switch, Chameleon remains on High 
d) steps 4c through 4e above now apply 

 
6) lock out the switch to prevent accidental turn-on, such as when the Chameleon is 
packed in a bag with other objects? 
 

a) while On, CLICK 3 times rapidly 
b) wait for flash and keep waiting 
c) when it flashes again (3 times), switch is now locked out 
d) to deactivate CLICK 3 times rapidly to turn on, light returns to normal function 
e) lock out deactivates the switch just once each time 

 
7) select one of the four Tables (mA current ranges)?  
 

a) while On, CLICK 3 times rapidly 
b) wait for flash 
c) then CLICK 2 times, wait till light comes back on 



d) do nothing and it sets at the 350mA Table (shown by a low beam), or 
e) CLICK 1 time (beam gets brighter to indicate 500mA Table), or 
f) CLICK 2 times (beam gets brighter again for 750mA), or 
g) CLICK 3 times (beam gets brightest for 1000mA), then 
h) wait for the flash 
i) you are now done, and can begin using the light at any of the five regulated 

brightness levels within the specific Table (mA current range) you just set 
 
8) make the Chameleon come on at the same brightness every time? 
 

a) while On, CLICK 3 times rapidly 
b) wait for flash 
c) then CLICK 3 times, wait till light comes back on (will be at Lowest level) 
d) CLICK 1 to 4 more times to select what level the light will always turn on at 
e) or CLICK a fifth time to turn light Off, which will then 
f) put it into the normal mode (always lighting up at the last-used level) 

 
9) activate AutoSleep? 
 

a) while On, CLICK 3 times rapidly 
b) wait for flash 
c) then CLICK once, wait till light comes back on (dim) 
d) AutoSleep is now active (wait for final flash) - or 
e) CLICK again to deactivate AutoSleep (beam gets brighter) 
f) each subsequent CLICK toggles it between active and inactive 
g) when done with selection, wait for final flash 

 
*How AutoSleep works: 
 
After the LT has been on for 15 minutes the brightness level will drop visibly as each 
additional minute goes by, until it reaches the lowest level.  After a total of 60 minutes 
elapses from when the Chameleon was first turned on, it will turn itself off. 


